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Forged seal detection based on the seal overlay metric
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A B S T R A C T

This paper describes a method for verifying the authenticity of a seal impression imprinted on a

document based on the seal overlay metric, which refers to the ratio of an effective seal impression

pattern and the noise in the neighborhood of the reference impression region. A reference seal pattern is

obtained by taking the average of a number of high-quality impressions of a genuine seal. A target seal

impression to be examined, often on paper with some background texts and lines, is segmented out from

the background by an adaptive threshold applied to the histogram of color components. The segmented

target seal impression is then spatially aligned with the reference by maximizing the count of matching

pixels. Then the seal overlay metric is computed for the reference and the target. If the overlay metric of a

target seal is below a predetermined limit for the similarity to the genuine, then the target is classified as

a forged seal. To further reduce the misclassification rate, the seal overlay metric is adjusted by the filling

rate, which reflects the quality of inked pattern of the target seal. Experiment results demonstrate that

the proposed method can detect elaborate seal impressions created by advanced forgery techniques such

as lithography and computer-aided manufacturing.
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1. Introduction

Seal impression refers to the trace of a seal pattern imprinted on
a document using stamp ink. Like signatures, seals have been
widely accepted as a means to certify official documents in legal
activities, business transactions, and various types of agreements.
Therefore, it is important to verify if a seal impression is genuine. In
many countries, official seal impressions are required to be
enrolled with a designated authority. Government agencies often
accept registered seal impressions to verify the validity of
documents in business and legal activities. In South Korea, the
number of criminal activities related to seal forgery has been
increasing significantly over the past 15 years. From 2007 to 2010,
National Forensic Services of South Korea has received over 5900
requests from clients in the private and public sector for the
investigation of seal impression forgery and authenticity verifica-
tion before filing lawsuits, and the number of lawsuits on seal
forgery has reached 1420 cases per year [1]. The detection of forged
seals has raised significant attentions to prevent seal-related
frauds.

Advanced seal forgery methods include lithography and
engraving by computer-aided manufacturing (CAM) techniques.
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Hand engraving is time consuming and requires high-level hand
skills to duplicate an original seal and therefore is not being used
any longer as a popular seal forgery method. Lithography uses a
film mask of a seal impression pattern scanned from an original
seal impression to create a fake seal etched on light-sensitive
materials. The CAM method uses high-precision computer-aided
engraving machines to carve a desired seal pattern on a solid
material. It has been a challenging task for forensic scientists to
detect forged seals created by such advanced forgery techniques.
Most conventional methods of detecting forged seal impressions
rely on visual inspection, which involves the use of magnifying
glasses or microscopes to obtain an enlarged image of a target seal
impression pattern for close examination using naked eyes [2–5].
Recently, image processing techniques and three-dimensional
pressure trace measurements have demonstrated a strong poten-
tial to distinguish forged seal impressions [6].

This paper describes a computational procedure to verify the
authenticity of a seal impression imprinted on a document based
on the seal overlay metric, which is defined as the ratio of an
effective seal impression pattern and the noise in the neighbor-
hood of the reference seal impression region. The overlay metric
can be used as a measure of similarity of a suspect seal impression
to the reference. A reference seal pattern is obtained by taking the
average of a number of high-quality impressions of a genuine seal.
The target seal pattern to be examined, often on paper with
background texts and lines, is segmented out from the background
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by an adaptive threshold applied to the histogram of color
components. When popular red stamp ink is used, the intensity
histogram of the difference between red and green color
components can be used for segmentation of inked pattern of
the seal. The segmented target seal impression is then spatially
aligned with the reference seal pattern through scaling, transla-
tion, and rotation operations by maximizing the count of matching
pixels. Then we find the seal overlay metrics for the reference and
the target. A target seal impression is tested for possible seal
forgery using the seal overlay metric, which measures the
similarity of a suspect seal impression to the genuine. If the seal
overlay metric of a target seal is below a predetermined limit, e.g.
99% of the average seal overlay metric of the original, then the
target is classified as a forged seal. In order to provide a bigger
separating margin between the classes of genuine and forged seals,
the seal overlay metric is adjusted by the filling rate, which reflects
the quality of inked impression of the target seal. Experiment
results show that the proposed method could detect elaborate seal
impressions created by advanced forgery techniques such as
lithography and computer-aided manufacturing.

2. Seal forgery techniques

Popular seal forgery techniques include traditional hand
engraving, which uses a target seal pattern printed on a tracing
paper. A mirror image of a seal impression pattern is put on a flat,
polished surface of a seal material, which is carved by hand
following the pattern. However, this method is time consuming
and requires high-level hand skills to reproduce a faithful duplicate
of an original seal. In spite of high hand skills, resulting forged seal
patterns obtained from this method often involve a large amount
of mismatch with the genuine seal impression, and therefore can
be detected by visual examination.

Recently, seal impression forgery involves advanced
manufacturing techniques such as high-precision engraving by
computer-aided manufacturing techniques and lithography on
light-sensitive materials. Those seal impression patterns crafted
using advanced manufacturing techniques are accurate and
therefore difficult to detect by visual inspection only. Seal forgery
based on the CAM techniques uses a system of a digital computer
and a precision engraving machine to create a scanned seal pattern
on a solid material with an electric drill or a laser beam. However, a
reproduced seal might involve slight mismatch in scales in
comparison with the genuine seal. Photolithography has been
used as another popular high-precision forgery method, in which
the original impression is photographed, and a film mask is created
using the photographed seal pattern. Then a photo-sensitive
material is exposed to the light through the film mask to create a
desired seal pattern. A zinc plate or a photosensitive resin plate is
often used for this purpose. A seal impression is scanned, printed
on a film, placed on a photosensitive compound, exposed to the
light, and then etched using a solvent to create the desired seal
pattern. However, the amount of exposure to the light and to the
solvents may cause errors on the seal impression in the forgery
process [7]. Fig. 1 shows an original seal and three examples of
forged seals using the CAM and lithography methods on various
materials. Fig. 1(b) is a forged seal by the CAM method engraved on
a piece of solid wood. Fig. 1(c) and (d) are forged seals using the
lithography technique with a negative film mask placed on
photosensitive materials such as a zinc metal plate and a resin and
then exposed to the UV light of a wavelength 350–370 nm.

3. Approaches to the detection of forged seals

The detection of forged seal impressions has been a challenging
task for forensic scientists. In the past, experts of forged seal
impression identification compare the squares created by vertical
and horizontal lines on a transparent film using applied plane
geometry. In a microscopic comparison method, the two seal
impressions are magnified with the same power of magnification,
and their enlarged images are compared under a single eyepiece.
The microscopic comparison method makes it possible to use the
original seal impressions as they are, without photographing them
in larger sizes, and to simultaneously compare the right half and
the left half of the two impressions, enabling the identification of
true and false impressions by observing the whole impressions
while moving along their contact areas. A superimposition method
examines the images of an original and the target seal impressions
superimposed to compare the features of the seal impressions such
as stroke line thicknesses, letter stroke types, stroke line locations,
letter stroke compositions, and seal surface compositions. If the
seal impressions sufficiently differ, the unmatched portion of the
superimposed seal impression images will be used to identify
forged seal impressions. This method can be classified into analog
and digital methods. The analog method reproduces seal
impressions on a low-concentration negative film, superimposes
the seal impression images to check if those impressions are
identical. Color films, rather than black and white films, can be
used. The identification method based on digital superimposition
captures seal impression images using a digital camera, makes a
half of the seal image blue and the other half red, and superimposes
them on a display monitor to compare those seal impression
images.

To automatically identify forged seal impressions, Ueda and
Nakamura [8] search for the dots at the edges of seal impressions,
calculate their center of gravity, overlap the original and
questioned seal impressions, and compare the average radii
between the center of gravity and the edge dots as well as the
average letter stroke widths of the seal impressions. The limitation
of this method is that the error rate increases significantly as the
difference in the center of gravity increases. Fan and Tsai [9] figure
out the skeleton images by thinning the binary images and process
the characteristics of these skeleton images in terms of distance,
thereby distinguish between similar pictures. However, this
method has difficulty in processing partially damaged seal
impressions and the shapes other than square ones. Chen [10]
implements a seal impression identification system that discovers
the center points of the original and questioned seal impressions
and sets the origin of the two impressions to convert the x–y

domain into the r–u domain, and then finds the best matching
block in the r–u domain to achieve automatic matching. With this
method, however, the error rate can significantly increase if there
is an error in locating the center point. Other approaches include
forged seal impression detection using central projection [11],
hierarchical classification [12], and point matching [13]. These
methods, however, may not provide sufficient accuracies in
forensic appraisal. Computer-based seal impression identification
methods such as comparing and superimposing impression
contours [14] can be used as complementary methods to existing
forgery detection methods by visual inspection.

4. Detection of forged seals based on the seal overlay metric

4.1. Extraction of seal impression region

In the proposed detection technique, the first step is to create a
reference seal impression pattern from a set of seal impressions of
a genuine seal. In a single seal impression, there exists an area
where seal ink has not been clearly printed, or where excessive
stamp ink has been applied. These will cause matching errors with
the actual seal images. A reference seal impression is created by
taking the average of a number of high-quality impressions of a



Fig. 1. A genuine seal and its forged ones by different forgery methods. (a) Genuine seal (engraved on wood), (b) CAM (engraved on wood), (c) Lithography (etched on a zinc

plate), and (d) Lithography (etched on a resin).
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genuine seal on paper. Fig. 2 shows a seal impression of a genuine
seal and its binarized pattern of the average of a number of genuine
seal impressions.

A target seal pattern to be examined is often imprinted on a
document with non-uniform background containing texts and lines.
The segmentation of a target seal impression is carried out in two
steps. First, the foreground objects such as a seal impression pattern,
texts, and lines are segmented out from the document background
through binarization with a threshold [15] applied to a brightness
histogram of the image. Then an adaptive threshold is applied to the
foreground to segment the seal impression region out from the texts
and lines. Since most target seal impressions being used in official
documents are made in red pigment, target seal impression is
segmented using a threshold on the R-G (Red–Green) component of
the foreground image. The adaptive threshold is chosen using the
Otsu thresholding method [16], which searches for the optimal
threshold among all possible threshold values that minimizes
within-class variance in the pixel levels of the seal impression and
the background. Fig. 3(a) shows an example target seal impression
printed on a document with texts and lines while Fig. 3(b) represents
the segmented seal impression with the background text and lines
removed. Fig. 3(c) shows a typical histogram of the difference of red
and green color components in an image of a seal impression and
background texts and lines. For correct matching of target seal
impression with the reference, the pixels corresponding to same
background text and line patterns are subtracted from the reference
seal impression image after image registration of the reference and
target seal images.

4.2. Image registration

In order to spatially align the reference and the target
impressions, scaling, translation, and rotation parameters are
determined. Since the reference impression can be characterized
by a set A of pixels having ‘‘1’’ values of the averaged and
binarized reference seal impression image. Set A refers to a set of
pixel points where a(x,y) = 1 that are contained in the inked
pattern of a reference impression. The target impression consists
of two regions, a set B that overlaps with set A and a set Bout of
pixels in the neighborhood that does not overlap with set A. Set
B denotes a set of pixels b(x,y) of the inked pattern of a target
impression while set Bout denotes a set of ‘‘1’’ pixels that are not
a part of B. The two sets of a target seal impression are defined
as:

B ¼ fbðx; yÞjbðx; yÞ 2 B; aðx; yÞ ¼ 1g (1)

Bout ¼ fbðx; yÞjbðx; yÞ 2 B; aðx; yÞ ¼ 0g (2)

The optimal registration of the reference impression A and the
target impression B can be achieved by calculating the shift and
rotation parameters to maximize the matching pixel count, as in
Eq. (3).

ðu0; x0; y0Þ ¼ arg maxð
X

Tuðx; yÞÞ (3)

Tðx; yÞ ¼ 1 i f aðx; yÞ ¼ bðx; yÞ ¼ 1
0 otherwise

�
(4)

In this paper, image registration parameters were set to 0.258
for rotation, and by 1 pixel for displacement after scaling of the
two images. To speed up the image registration process, the
pyramid technique of coarse-to-fine multi-resolution matching
scheme is used [17] to maximize the count of matching pixels.
The resolution 1360 � 1024 of the original image was reduced to
four stages to determine the optimal size ratio. It took about
132 s to scan the range [�208, 208] for rotation and 70 pixels for



Fig. 2. Binarization of a seal impression image; (a) A genuine seal impression and (b)

A binarized reference seal impression from the average.

Fig. 3. Segmentation of the inked pattern of a target seal impression using an

adaptive threshold; (a) A seal impression in a red color on a document with

background texts and lines, (b) Segmented target seal impression from the

background with texts and lines removed, and (c) An adaptive threshold applied to

the histogram of the difference of red and green color components. (For

interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is

referred to the web version of the article.)
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displacement in x- and y-directions using a personal computer
with Intel 2 Quad processors, 2.5 GHz clock, and 2 GB RAM.

4.3. Detecting forged seal impressions

When one observes a set of impressions of a genuine seal
repeatedly imprinted on paper, the shape of resulting seal
impressions and the amount of ink transferred onto paper
varies. The variations often come from the factors such as seal
materials, physical characteristics of stamp ink, surface condi-
tion and quality of paper, and impression pressure. If a seal is
forged from a seal impression on paper, the uncertainty between
a random outcome of seal impression and the genuine seal
causes the primary error. In addition, the secondary error is also
unavoidable due to the uncertainty during the manufacturing
process of a forged seal. In the case of CAM, measurement error
of the seal size, binarization error after the scan, and mechanical
leveling eror may result in the mismatch between the genuine
and forged seals. In case of forgery based on lithography, over-
or under-exposure of light and the amount etching in chemical
reaction may cause significant errors in the shape of forged seal
pattern. Such mismatch can be measured using the amount of
noise reflected in the neighborhood of a seal impression. Let n(A)
and n(B) denote the number of ‘‘1’’ pixels in a genuine and target
seal impression regions. And let n(Bout) denotes the number of
‘‘1’’ pixels in the neighborhood of a target seal impression. We
define the seal overlay metric as the ratio of n(B) and n(Bout).

e ¼ nðBoutÞ
nðBÞ (5)

The use of the seal impression rate for the detection of forged
seal requires an assumption that the amounts of ink application
of genuine and target seal impressions are similar. Detecting
forged seal impressions based only on the seal overlay metric
often results in high error probability due to the difference in
sealing pressure and the amount of ink applied. When the
original and target impressions are registered, those patterns
match partially due to excessive ink application, whereas the
overall impressions do not match. We define the filling rate as
the ratio of ‘‘1’’ pixels of the target impression and that of
original impression.

FR ¼ nðBÞ � nðBoutÞ
nðAÞ (6)

The filling rate (FR) refers to the degree of faithful reproduction
of the original seal pattern in the target seal impression. Filling rate
decreases as the target impression contains more empty areas. The
adjusted overlay metric e1 is the overlay metric divided by the
filling rate. In an ideal condition where there is no noise in the
neighborhood (n(Bout) = 0) and the genuine and the target
impressions have the same impression strengths (n(A) = n(B)),
then the filling rate equals 1. The seal overlay metric, adjusted by
the filling rate, shows greater separating margine between the
genuine class and the forged class for detecting the authenticity of
seal impressions.

e1 ¼
e

FR
(7)



Fig. 4. Four genuine seal impressions used in the test. (a) Person 1 in seal script style, (b) Person 1 in ancient seal writing style, (c) Person 2 in seal script style, and (d) Person 2

in ancient seal writing style.
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¼ nðBoutÞ
nðBÞ

nðAÞ
nðBÞ � nðBoutÞ

(8)

5. Experiment results

To evaluate the proposed forged seal impression detection
method, four genuine seals and their forged seals are tested. Fig. 4
shows sample impressions of the four genuine seals of two
persons. Each person’s seal is created in two most popular
character styles being used in practice, seal script style and
ancient seal writing style. The materials of the genuine seals were
acryl resin (Fig. 4(a)), wood (Fig. 4(b)), and horn of water buffalo
(Fig. 4(c) and (d)). For each of the four original seals, three types of
forged seals are crafted using the CAM and photolithography
techniques on different materials, i.e., engraved by CAM on a wood
surface, etched on a zinc plate, and on a resin. Fig. 1 shows actual
appearance of a genuine seal of Person 2 in seal script style shown
in Fig. 4(c) and its three types of forged ones. Using a set of 4
genuine and 12 forged seals, we obtained 50 impressions of each
seal to form a database of 800 seal impressions for evaluation. All
the impressions are printed on plain copier paper with and
without background texts and lines in red stamp ink with various
ink concentrations. Each seal impression was imaged using a
high-resolution multi-spectral imaging system (Foster & Free-
man, VSC5000) for questioned document examination and stored
in a JPEG image format of spatial resolution of 1360 � 1024. All the
image processing routines are implemented in C++ computer
languages. In case the inked impression of a target seal covers too
much space outside, or too little inside, the inked impression of
the genuine seals due to excessive or insufficient ink applications,
the target seal patterns are considered invalid and therefore
excluded in the tests. Approximately 95 out of 800 impressions or
12% of target seal impressions was classified as invalid seal
impressions.

To confirm that the seal overlay metric has a normal
distribution in a sufficiently high confidence level, a Chi-square
goodness-of-fit test [18] was conducted. For each of the four
genuine seals, we generated 50 seal impressions, and computed
the mean and standard deviation of the seal overlay metric.
Therefore, 200 (= 4 � 50) genuine seal overlay metric are
obtained. In Chi-square test, one accepts the hypothesis if the
test statistic is greater than a threshold, or rejects if not. The
threshold values of a Chi-square test are computed from the
degree of freedom values and the significance level. In 5%
significance level, we obtained the significance probabilities (P-
values) of 0.2745, 0.5770, 0.1158, and 0.6402 for the four seal
impressions. Since all P-values are above the significance level
(0.05), we confirm that the seal overlay metric has a normal
distribution in 5% significance level. Fig. 5 compares the histogram
of observed seal overlay metric from the seal shown in Fig. 4(b)
with that of a normal distribution. The histograms of observed
overlay metric for all the four genuine seals were sufficiently close
to normal distributions.

Fig. 6 shows the distributions of seal overlay metric of the
genuine and three types of forged seals for 705 valid sample
impressions using normal distribution models. We selected a
threshold of 6.054 on the overlay metric that corresponds to a
99% confidence level, or a 1% false miss rate. The chosen
threshold successfully separates genuine seal from forged ones
created by the CAM on wood and lithography on resin with
classification errors of 1.78% and 0.32%, respectively. Among
different forgery methods, lithography on metal produces highly
accurate forged seals, which is difficult to distinguish from the



Fig. 5. Histogram of observed seal overlay metric from the seal shown in Fig. 4(b)

compared with a normal distribution.

Fig. 7. Separation of genuine and three types of forged seal impressions using the

adjusted seal overlay metric; (a) Scatter plot of the overlay metric (e) and filling rate

(FR) and (b) Distributions of the adjusted overlay metric (e1).
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genuine. Therefore, a large overlap still exists between the
genuine and lithography on metal (zinc plate) with a large
classification error of 13.29%.

In order to address this challenge, the seal overlay metric is
adjusted by the filling rate of inked impression. The filling rate
provides a bigger separation between the genuine and all three
classes of forged seals to ensure low classification error probability.
A 2-D scatter plot in Fig. 7(a) reveals that genuine seal impressions
are well separated from three types of forged ones in a joint space
of the seal overlay metric and the filling rate. The seal overlay
metric along with the filling rate provides discriminative power in
the detection of forged seal impressions. Genuine seal impression
shows a small value of seal overlay metric close to zero and a large
filling rate value close to 1. Fig. 7(b) shows that the genuine and
forged seal impressions are well separated with large separating
margin after the seal overlay metric is adjusted by the filling rate.
We selected a threshold of 6.496 that corresponds to a 99%
confidence level on the seal overlay metric adjusted by the filling
rate. With the seal overlay metric adjusted by the filling rate,
classification errors of Genuine-Lithography (metal), Genuine-
CAM (wood), Genuine-Lithography (resin) significantly reduced to
0.61%, 0.27%, and 0.032%, respectively. As a result, highly accurate
forged seals by lithography on metal could also be detected with
less than 1% of false miss rate.
Fig. 6. Gaussian distribution modeling of the seal overlay metric (e) for genuine and

forged seals.
6. Conclusion

Seals have been widely accepted as a means to certify official
documents in legal activities, business transactions, and various
types of agreements. Therefore, it is important to verify if a seal
impression is genuine.

In South Korea, the number of criminal activities related to seal
forgery has been increasing significantly over the last 15 years. The
detection of forged seals has raised significant concerns to detect
and prevent seal-related frauds. Detecting forged seals created
using advanced seal forgery techniques such as lithography and
computer-aided manufacturing has been a challenging task for
forensic scientists using conventional visual inspection methods.

This paper presents a method for verifying the authenticity of a
seal impression imprinted on a document based on the seal overlay
metric, which is the ratio of an effective seal impression pattern
and the noise in the neighborhood of the reference impression
region. A reference seal pattern is obtained by taking an average of
a number of genuine seal impressions. A target seal impression is
segmented out from the background texts and lines using a
threshold applied to a color histogram. The segmented target seal
impression is then spatially aligned with the reference by
maximizing the count of matching pixels of inked impression.
Then we find the seal overlay metrics for the reference and the
target. If the seal overlay metric of a target seal is below a
predetermined limit for the similarity, then the target is classified
as a forged seal. In order to obtain a bigger separating margin
between the classes of genuine and forged impressions, the seal
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overlay metric is adjusted by the filling rate, which reflects the
quality of inked pattern of the target seal. Experiment results show
that the proposed method could detect elaborate seal impressions
created by advanced forgery techniques such as computer-aided
manufacturing and lithography. The proposed technique offers a
statistical approach to detecting forged seal impressions, rather
than a subjective judgment based on examiner’s experience.
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